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The Witchlight Carnival has returned
"Come in, walk in, sensational
attractions! Take a look behind the
curtain. Experience the magic of
shadows, the magic of the heavenly
realm and the tricks of the fairies!
Follow us into a world of illusions!"
The carnival owners - a pair of elves named
Mister Witch and Mister Light – will soon be
opening their arena not far from the gates of
Waterdeep. Ticket sales have already started
and sales are growing rapidly.
"The carnival goes round and round," said
Light. "The multiverse is our playground.
Nothing's free and nothing's lost. Every visit
has its cost."
It's been 8 years since the last time the carnival
took place near here.
The arrival of the Witchlight Carnival is a highly anticipated event
There are rumors that several years ago
children sneaked into the carnival and made a
strange change, as if they had lost some of the
characteristics of themselves there. However,
these allegations could never be proven. So,
dear parents, hold on to your children and
even if you are magically drawn to the carnival,
Mr. Light's sentence makes me a little puzzled.
Let us all hope that through the entertainment
of the carnival we can escape a little bit of the
dreary everyday life and that the breathtaking
performances of the artists will take us away
for a short time.

Is Manshoon back in Waterdeep?
Some fellow citizens reported the sighting of the evil magician. He is said to be behind
the walls of the Kolat Towers. However, these are wild speculations. Every
Waterdeepler knows that the towers still have a force field. One can assume that the
black staff will take care of the matter and that there will soon be clarity again. Should
the matter prove to be true, it can be assumed that the influence of Him in the city
will increase. It will then be seen whether his power is sufficient that he can take on
Laerl Silverhand, Mirt and the black staff. Maybe the whole thing is just a rumor,
because warm apple cider mixed with some herbs can quickly bring about visions
and other things. Well we'll see what the future holds.

We want to support the carnival and are giving
away 5 tickets for the first readers who contact
us.
The building known as Kolat Towers started out as an old stone manor and a pair of
sturdy cottages. Before 1368 DR, the wizard brothers, Alcedor and Duhlark Kolat,
bought the buildings and, much to the chagrin of the local building guilds, stitched the
building together using spells such as wall of stone and stone shape. The guilds of
Waterdeep petitioned to have the building condemned, but were unsuccessful. A few
locals applauded the brothers' thrift.

